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It has been an exciting and inspirational year for CHUF; we’ve supported life-changing
projects and donated record amounts to support the care of babies and children with heart
conditions (Heart Heroes) across the North East and Cumbria. We are incredibly proud
of the impact we have made through our charitable projects and have ambitious plans
to continue to deliver on our newly refined vision to support pioneering services that will
positively impact heart families, inspire hope and enable Heart Heroes to reach their full
potential. Having had the privilege of working at CHUF for three years I’m thrilled to have
taken up the role of Director of Fundraising and Operations in January 2020 and wanted to
take the opportunity to share with our supporters how grateful we are for your continued
support. Despite the challenges 2020 has thrown our way, we continue our work supporting
the Children’s Heart Unit at the Freeman Hospital and the district hospitals across the
region, working with the North East and North Cumbria Congenital Heart Disease Network
to ensure that our giving has the most impact on patient care.
In the past year we have invested in new technologies and research to improve the future
for Heart Heroes, in salaries and professional development of NHS staff to ensure that
our practitioners are trained to the highest standards and also in the holistic care of our
Heart families; expanding the support we give to Heart Heroes in hospital and also in their
communities. At the centre of all that we do is the Heart Hero and having a positive impact
on their lives. The work that we are able to do is thanks to you, our amazing supporters.
By supporting CHUF you are investing in incredible care for generations to come.
I hope that you enjoy reading our impact report and that it conveys just how important your
support is to our charity and to each and every Heart Hero and their family. Without your
support we simply could not continue to make such a difference. Thank you for enabling life
changing care.

Charlotte Campbell
Director of Fundraising and Operations

CHUF’s vision is to support
pioneering services that will
positively impact heart families,

inspire hope and enable Heart
Heroes to reach their full potential.

We achieve this by supporting children and families who receive treatment at the Children’s
Heart Unit based at the Freeman Hospital, and raising vital funds for equipment, facilities,
aftercare, salaries and research. CHUF’s charitable activities go far beyond providing medical
equipment and personnel; the charity provides holistic care by offering services and facilities
that allow heart children to develop their skills and mature as any healthy child normally would.
All of this contributes to our Heart Heroes’ ability to achieve their full potential.

The Heart Unit at the Freeman Hospital
treats over four thousand
patients each year from all over the UK
It is one of only two children’s heart transplant units in the UK and is the only unit capable of
providing all the services that might be necessary, from diagnosis to closing holes in the heart
or heart transplantation. CHUF’s reach extends to the six District General hospitals in the vast
Northern region meaning that more patients can rely on CHUF funded services to support
their care closer to home.

CHUF’s aim is to provide top-up support over and above NHS capacity and to assist heart
children and their families from the moment they need specialist care. Our Trustees and
fundraising team work closely with medical staff and families to ensure that CHUF’s support is
targeted to where it is most needed.
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The Children’s Heart Unit at the Freeman Hospital is a
world leading centre for excellence in cardiac care.
By providing additional support, CHUF are enabling
the very best of care for every Heart child from the very
beginning of their journey.

With approximately 30,000
births each year in this region,
there are approximately 300
new cases of congenital heart
defects per year

This impact report focuses on our four
areas of support in 2019-20:

+
How we support the
NHS with lifesaving
equipment

How we support
NHS staff to
deliver the highest
standard of care

How we support Heart
Hero families

How we support
Heart Heroes

The difference we have made to Heart Heroes and their families is evidenced through:
• CHUF’s internal evaluation, reports and case studies.
• Reports and feedback from clinicians, children, parents and their families.
The figures we report relate to CHUF’s 2019-20 financial year (April 2019 – March 2020).

4216 children attended outpatient review

clinic appointments in 2019-20

patient appointments, 1720 new
2019-20 there were 5882 paediatric out
nts
patients and 4162 review appointme
man Hospital Chil
On average 490 chil dren attend the Free
ever y month
221 underwent a surgical procedure in 2019

-20

dren’s Heart Unit

Spotlight on
CHUF funded Organ
Care System
Heart transplantation can mean a second
chance at life. Patients around the world
share in this dream. Surgeons want nothing
more than to reassure their patients that
everything will go smoothly. However,
many are coming to realise that the way
they currently preserve organs, on ice in a
cooler, could be significantly improved.
Pioneering surgeons are embracing a new organ
preservation technology, the OCS™

HEART (Organ Care System) is designed to help:
• Transplant more hearts

• Deliver improved patient care
CHUF is proud to have been able to support the arrival of this innovative, ‘game-changing’

technology to Newcastle thanks to the outstanding fundraising efforts of our supporters. In

the year 2019-20 two donors have contributed significantly to support this incredible system.
Sergio and Emma Petrucci’s daughter Luna required major heart surgery at the Freeman

Hospital to correct congenital defects in her heart. Since then, they have raised well over

£300,000 for CHUF through their Red Sky Ball events. North East company JT Dove have
consistently supported CHUF for a number of years raising in excess of £130k.
Steve Robinson, Managing Director
at JT Dove, explains:

“We wanted to raise a meaningful amount of
money for a charity where that money would

make a real, tangible difference. CHUF is based
in Newcastle so it’s close to our hearts, and it
helps so many young children across the
UK that it was an easy choice.”
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“

We had support from CHUF from
the first moment we set foot in the
PICU. The little extras such as breast
feeding support packs made such
a difference to our experience and
helped us deal with a very difficult and
stressful situation by taking away some
elements of worry.”

“

CHUF recently funded an upgrade of all the breast
pumps used to support breastfeeding mums at the
Children’s Heart Unit at the Freeman Hospital. Along
with breastfeeding packs which are supplied by CHUF,
this upgrade was of vital importance so that
mums choosing to breastfeed have the correct equipment
to support them in doing so. Heart Hero parent Jenny,
arrived at Freeman Hospital on New Year’s Eve 2018. She
explains how much the pack meant to her:

In 2019 CHUF funded five brand new portable Vapotherms at a cost
of £28,050.00. Vapotherms are a non-invasive high-flow respiratory
support system used for treatment of respiratory failure and also cardiac
failure as they help reduce the workload of the heart. They use a mixture of
oxygen and air to deliver a set concentration via nasal cannula.

“

The Vapotherms are portable so the children using them can be mobile, rather
than restricted to their bed for the duration of their therapy. Being mobile
allows crucial time in the playroom and outside play area. This encourages
play and development and can dramatically transform and enhance the child’s
comfort and quality of life during their stay in hospital.

Being able to allow children to leave their bed space whist on a
vapotherm has made such a difference to their stay in hospital.
They can now go to the playroom and walk around the ward
which not only benefits their clinical condition, but also their
independence, psychological and social wellbeing.

“

Lesley Hamilton, Ward 23 sister

The Accuvein
has been purchased for
Clinic E and Ward 23 at the Freeman
Hospital’s Children’s Heart Unit, to make
identifying suitable veins for cannulation and
venepuncture more accurate. It also provides
distraction for patients during the procedure.
The Accuvein was funded by CHUF at a cost of
£4,465.00 and has significantly decreased the
time spent taking vital blood samples, which in
turn limits the distress for both the child and
their loved ones.

In November 2019 CHUF funded 6 patient
trolleys for PICU at a cost of £600.00 each.
The trolleys were chosen to improve storage and
enhance the space for those patients that are in the
high dependency unit for a long time.
The lovely bright colours also help to make the
environment welcoming as we try to maintain
a family and child friendly area for our patients.

CHUF has continued to fund
reconstruction and printing
of 3-dimentional heart
models for patients with
complex congenital heart
disease. The models can be
used to plan the surgical approach in
patients with the most complex congenital heart
diseases. This allows the surgeon to adopt the best
surgical technique whilst minimising cardiopulmonary
bypass time with the anticipation of better long-term
cardiovascular outcome.
3D reconstruction and printing also has great outcomes
when training junior doctors or surgeons and has great
education value for the patient, their family and other
healthcare professionals involved in care.
CHUF continued to fund this service in October 2019
committing a further £10,800 to ongoing printing.

Projectors have be
en funded
by CHUF at a tot al co
st of
£395.00, these are fre
quently
used for dis traction of
patients
during ECHO scans in
routine
check-up clinic appo
intments.

gain the strength and skills to roll, sit, crawl and stand.
‘Tummy Time’ is widely recognised as a key factor for
children in developing trunk strength to enable them
to progress through the developmental milestones.
For children in hospital for long periods post-cardiac
surgery or waiting for a heart transplant (who may also
have a tracheostomy and be attached to a ventilator),
conducting tummy time is a challenge and at best, can
only be done in a cot with the parent at the cot side
which can be distressing for both baby and parent.
In November 2019 CHUF funded a recliner chair
for the Children’s Heart Unit at a cost of £957.00.
Babies who require cardiac surgery early in their lives
often need to spend prolonged periods of time in
hospital. These early months are critical for the gross
motor development of the child to enable them to

A recliner chair enables the parent to engage in tummy
time with their baby, by sitting reclined in the chair
and having the baby lie on their chest as they would at
home. This gives little ones the comfort of closeness to
their parent, not only promoting normal development
but nurturing the bond of baby and parent.

How we
have
supported
families

Clinic E
CHUF are proud to have funded an
upgrade to Clinic E’s facilities in
2019-20. Purchasing a new football table
at a cost of £435, baby changing facilities,
additional furniture to allow for arts and
crafts activities and new toys, meaning Clinic
E is now packed to the brim with things to
entertain our Heart Heroes as they wait for
their outpatient appointments.

Chuf
Washbags

We were flown to Newcastle from Belfast for
emergency treatment for our 9 day old son, who
was born with an undetected cardiac condition
in 2018. These little bags were amazing as
it meant we had the basics covered. Seems
like a small thing to have a deodorant and a
toothbrush but at a time of crisis trying to figure
out how to get hold of these things seemed like
a giant task. It’s the little things that definitely
count. I still have my bag as a reminder of the
trip and just how far our miracle son has come!
Thank you CHUF for the amazing work you do!
We are forever grateful!

Bereavement
charms

“

“

Each family admitted to the
Children’s Heart Unit in
an emergency situation is
given a CHUF washbag.
This provides basic overnight
essentials. Often families who are admitted in
an emergency arrive at the unit with nothing at
all and CHUF is there to help in those first few
hours. It costs just £20 to provide a CHUF
washbag. In 2019 CHUF funded 67
emergency washbags.

Sadly not all of our Heart Heroes have a happy ending.
The terrible reality is that some do not recover and
go home with their families. CHUF fund bereavement
charms for all families who lose a child and work
with the staff at the Children’s Heart Unit to fund
bereavement packs.

Helping
Hand
Throughout the year there are emergency
situations where CHUF are able to step in
and alleviate some of the financial burden
for families, funding emergency taxis when
a patient is transferred to another unit is just
one way we support families.
We also fund car parking costs for families
who are staying with us for a significant
period of time.
In 2019/20 we funded

£6,100
of car parking costs.

The Sick
Children’s Trust
CHUF are proud to have worked in partnership with The
Sick Children’s Trust to have funded the building of Scott
House in 2015, the incredible parents’ accommodation based
at the Freeman Hospital. At times Scott House is unable to
accommodate all of our parents due to it being at capacity
and when this situation arises, CHUF pays for alternative
accommodation close to the hospital for those families
unable to stay on site. We do all we can to ensure that families
can stay together and remain close to their Heart Hero.

Every year CHUF hosts two family
celebration events designed to bring
our Heart Heroes together. The first being
our annual CHUF toddle, in 2019 the Toddle was
sponsored by the Sir Graham Wylie Foundation and saw
over 400 children take part in a 1 mile sponsored toddle.
A huge family fun day took place at the end of the Toddle
with heavily subsidised activities, including fairground rides
and face painting.

Christmas
Party
The second of our celebration events is the annual CHUF
Christmas party. Each year children who have undergone
surgery in the previous year are invited to the CHUF
Christmas party. In 2019 the party was kindly sponsored
by the Crowne Plaza in Newcastle and saw over 100
Heart Heroes and their siblings enjoy a fun-filled
afternoon with face painting, dancing, party food and a
visit from the main man himself Santa Clause (helped by
his CHUF sidekick Mr Chufty of course!). Our celebration
events for families are the highlight of the CHUF calendar
and are eagerly anticipated year on year.

“

“

Thank you from Alfie James (PICU
Freeman) for everything you do
for both parents and children alike.
From pens and waterbottles to on site
accommodation and food supplies.
Thank you CHUF.

How we have
supported
Heart Heroes

CHUF has been funding Miniboos for our Heart Hero
families since 2018 with over 50 purchased to date.
Beverly Tate, PICU Freeman Hospital Children’s Heart
Unit, tells us of the difference this makes:

Baggins Bear is a much loved initiative funded by
CHUF. Each bear costs £10 and is a vital tool for the
team at the Heart Unit when supporting little ones
through their surgery journey.
In 2018 Lisa Morgan, an experienced health care
professional at the Freeman Hospital, developed the
new initiative with her management team to provide
additional support for patients and families when they
go to theatre for open-heart surgery.
Children who undergo heart surgery
are given a Baggins
Bear to celebrate
their bravery and
act as a momento
of their journey.

The mini boos are give n to fam
ilies of
new admissio ns - mai nly babies,
but
can be used for all chil dre n adm
itted to
PICU. We have fou nd that they
provide a
great comfort to the whole fam
ily.

Being an inte nsive care unit, we
are unable to have families stay
ing
ove rnig ht with their chil d, but
families
have give n rea ssuring feedba
ck
that just knowing that their chil
d has
the MiniBoo to act as a comfort
er is
a massive relief and they feel
more
settled in leaving their chil d.

Baggins arrives at their bedside during recovery and
has a book which Lisa has created herself; the book
can be translated into any language to help engage
with all families. It’s a lovely keepsake for the children
to take home with them.
We are proud to have continued to fund the Bear
initiative for our Heart Heroes, funding an additional
576 bears in 2019.

“

Amazing Lisa! You made my little boy so
comfortable and safe, you also calmed me
down when I started to get myself upset
and made me feel so much better. Thank
you so much xx
Aimee Louise

“

Smell is the first sense a baby develops, and scientists
believe that a baby’s ability to smell their parent is one
of the most important steps in learning to recognise
them. A handy pack of two comforters means that
mum or dad can always have one with them and one
with baby so the little one never has to be without
their familiar, comforting scent.

“

“

In 2019-20 CHUF funded the continued use of
Cuski Miniboos. The little cloths can be used to
absorb the parents’ scent; it is then given to babies
who may be incubated or are not able to be held by
their loved ones.

In 2018 CHUF began to fund Music bugs
sessions for babies staying on the Children’s
Heart Unit. Joanne Moore, lead play specialist
at the unit describes the value of the sessions.
In 2019 CHUF funded 21 music bugs sessions
at a cost of £840.

Clown
Doctors

One day a week a beauty therapist
visits the Children’s Heart
Unit and pampers parents with
massages and nail treatments. This
provides parents with a calm moment
to themselves, as they ordinarily give
most/all of their time and energy to
support their child. The beauty therapist
also pampers children with face painting
and glitter tattoos.

CHUF has funded
the Clown Doctor
programme at the
Children’s Heart Unit
for over 13 years and
in that time they have
become a vital part of
the ward team.

The Make me Sparkle programme has been
established for a number of years and in 2019-20 CHUF
funded this activity at a cost of £3,000 per year. The
difference a weekly treat makes to the families of Heart
Heroes and our Heroes themselves is invaluable.
“Make me sparkle has a special place with our children
who love having their face painted and glittery tattoo
or nails painted. The children look forward to this each
week planning what to have each session. Mums also
look forward to facials and nails too to cheer them
up after staying in hospital for weeks.” Play team,
Children’s Heart Unit

Martin Wilson, director of Durham-based TIN Arts,
which manages the Clown Doctors programme,
said: “Over the last 10 years the Clown Doctors
have become a valuable part of children’s
journeys in hospitals across the North East”.

Nuritza Daghlian, programme manager, said:
‘‘The Clown Doctors’ programme recognises
that the implications of hospitalisation are far
wider than simply those relating to medical
conditions. Fear, boredom, loss of control
and other insecurities can adversely affect
children in hospital. Through therapeutic
play, the Clown Doctors offer a way of
supporting and empowering children who
may be suffering with these issues. The
programme is in no way intended to replace
medical treatment but we offer something
that the hospitals can’t. It is not just about
entertainment but working with a specific
child and helping them overcome the
individual problems they are facing.”

The staff at the Heart Unit shared their feelings
about the Clown doctors with us earlier this
year. “ Here on the unit we are lucky to have
the Clown Doctors for two sessions a week,
it’s just the best thing ever! They bring
smiles to everyone, even parents, the fun
and laughter goes a long way to brighten
our families’ days, and often they support
long-term patients through lengthy stays,
operations and procedures. Bubbles, songs
and stories add to the adventure which
can transform a boring day to something
special and exciting ”.

Make Me Sparkle

CHUF has funded the clown
doctor programme in 2019-20
at a cost of.....

•

£34,000.

748 Heart children benefited from CHUF
funded sessions with the Clown Doctors

•  2 ,071 children, siblings and family members

benefited from interaction with the Clown Doctors

•

CHUF funded

81 Clown Doctor sessions in 2019-20

“

So much
for the clown
Dr’s they brightened our
little boy’s Monday and
Tuesday mornings he looked
forward to seeing the clown
Dr’s thank you, with love
Romeo’s family

“

Music bugs is a fab session for our
children under 4, with songs and
dancing along with puppets and props
for the songs, music bugs is a highlight
of the week, bringing much needed
social interaction for our babies.

“

“

“

The puppet workshops can be enjoyed
by all ages, we normally have a theme
and a story to go along with our creations which can be lots of different
things with bright colours, googly eyes
and feathers. We can do this in a small
group and at the bedside so nobody
misses out on the fun!

In June 2019 CHUF funded 6 Puppet Making
Workshops led by Alison from Tin Arts at
a cost of £750. Each session runs for 3 hours
and includes both small group sessions in the
playroom, and one to one play at the bedside.

Joanne Moore, Lead play specialist

During the sessions, each child creates a puppet
and works with Alison to bring it to life through
stories and play. Each child keeps the puppet
they have made.

at the Children’s Heart Unit.

“

Puppet workshop

CHUF spends approximately £5,000.00 per year to ensure
that Christmas is a magical time of year for our Heart Heroes.
Every Heart Hero attending a clinic appointment at the
Freeman Hospital during December receives a soft toy. Treats
like this make such a difference to the children who are often
worried about attending their check-ups.
CHUF also funds Build-A-Bear’s complete with outfits for
babies and children spending Christmas Eve on the ward;
providing comfort for our Heart Heroes over the festive period.
In December 2019, thanks to the generosity of Rent A Reindeer,
CHUF arranged for a reindeer to visit the unit. By bringing
festive magic to the unit in December we hope to bring a smile
to the faces of our Heart Heroes helping them to get into the
Christmas spirit. In 2019, CHUF also funded Christmas scrubs
for staff to wear on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.

Transplant Games
The Transplant Games aim to demonstrate the benefits
of organ donation and transplantation, encourage
transplant patients to regain their fitness and socialise
with other families on a similar journey, as well as
increasing awareness of the Organ Donation Register.
The games also seek to thank and celebrate donor
families for their gift of life.
The British Transplant Games take place each year
around the UK with The World Transplant Games
and The Winter Transplant Games taking place every
2 years all over the world. In 2019 CHUF supported
the Freeman Children’s team to attend the British
Transplant games at a total cost of £14,300.

In 2019 the World Transplant Games took place in
Newcastle and Gateshead and CHUF were delighted to
partner with the games organisers to make the 2019 World
Transplant games the most successful to date. Encouraging
families to take part by funding travel and providing
sponsorship, CHUF funded over £5,000 worth of support to
the World Transplant Games.
In 2019 we were also able to support Heart Hero Makena
to attend the Winter World Transplant games in Canada
enabling her to fulfil one of her dreams. Makena’s mum Tracey
passed on her thanks to CHUF saying, “I am truly grateful
and humbled at the opportunity of being able to
have taken Makena to Banff Canada towards the
end of February before the lockdown.
Thank you all at CHUF for allowing Makena to tick
off her list, the opportunity to Ski in Canada. We
had an amazing time and it was wonderful to meet
our extended transplant family too.”

“
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Children’s Heart Unit
as a sweet treat for the
patients, parents and
staff at a cost of around £300.00.

Elish a Ma rtin

The
sensory
room

CHUF continued to provide a discretionary
charitable fund which is administered by the
Freeman Heart Unit staff in situations where the NHS
cannot help with the little things. The benefit of having
a discretionary CHUF fund is that staff on the ward can
be spontaneous with treats for Heart Heroes, parents
and staff.

In April 2019, the Mark
Benevolent Fund
donated an amazing
£7,625.00 to CHUF for
the refurbishment of the
Children’s Heart Unit
sensory room. The sensory room is a
much-loved area of Ward 23’s playroom and now has
state of the art equipment to allow our Heart Heroes
to enjoy special times in a sensory environment.

“

Everyone benefits from our lovely sensory
room with lights and relaxing music, the
cushions allow babies and children to
relax and experience new sounds and
lights which are calming and help sensory
development. The room was in need of an
upgrade and now thanks to the money
donated, it is able to support more patients.
Joanne Moore, Lead play specialist
at the Children’s Heart Unit.

“

Discretionary
charitable fund

They can organise movie nights and pizza parties
or purchase new toys when needed. The fund also
supports emergency travel and helps if people arrive
in the middle of the night with nothing. The playroom
is also well stocked with craft items thanks to CHUF’s
discretionary fund and we are
always delighted
to see our Heart
Heroes’ artwork
proudly displayed.

“

Every Summer,
CHUF arranges for an

How we have supported
the staff who care for
our Heart Heroes
World leading Fontan nurse
We are honoured to have been able to fund a Fontan
Nurse Specialist at the Freeman hospital. This is
the first position of its kind in the UK. The Fontan
nurse specialist looks after children and adults with
a Fontan circulation ensuring their heart and liver
function is monitored regularly. Funds raised by the
Petrucci family through their Red Sky Ball events
helped to fund this post in 2018, and CHUF has been
able to fund a second year of this post thanks to all
at Manheim Washington Car Auctions who
raised over £50,000 to help CHUF continue
to fund this special role. Thanks to CHUF’s
investment, all single ventricle (Fontan)

CHUF funds a
Psychology service
in Cumbria and
South Tees at a cost
of £40,000 per year
There is robust evidence that
highlights the psychological
impact of living with and receiving
treatment for Cardiac conditions.
This supports the importance of
offering psychological care to
help families manage distress and
treatment-related challenges.

The role of CHUF
funded psychologists:
•

Direct therapy with
patients and families

•

Offering facilitated
groups for patients

•

Supporting staff to
deliver high quality care

patients are now on a Trust
approved clinical database.
Thanks to this new system,
both adult and paediatric
patients who might otherwise
have been lost to follow up, have
subsequently been seen in clinic, or referred to
a local Congenital cardiac team. Regularly sharing
knowledge across the county and feeding into
innovative research projects the CHUF funded Fontan
nurse is a world leading position helping to improve
care for single ventricle patients across the UK. A
large proportion of this role is dedicated to research
that could, one day, turn around life-expectancies and
long-term experiences of Fontan patients.

Jack is a 14 year old boy
with Trisomy 21, ADHD and
moderate learning disabilities.
He was diagnosed with partial
Atrioventricular Septal Defect
and underwent surgery in 2005.
There was a plan to have a 5 year
follow up appointment; however,
journeys to the Freeman had to
be abandoned as he had become
so anxious that it was not safe for
Jack, or his carers, to continue to
attend. This meant medical staff
were unable to monitor his heart.
A referral was made to the Clinical
Psychologists at South Tees to see
if they could help get him to James
Cook, a hospital much closer to
home, for his routine surveillance.
The Clinical Psychologist was
able to visit Jack at home, spend
some time getting to know him
and his carers and to gain some
knowledge about his level of
understanding. They were then
able to take some equipment and
information he would be able
to understand to his home. This
included a stethoscope, a finger

clip from a sats
monitor and some
lubricating gel that
would be used in
an ECHO examination. They also
looked at video clips of ECHO
machines and sats monitors in
use. The clinical psychologist then
discussed with staff how they could
help by engaging in role play with
the equipment in the weeks leading
up to the appointment. In addition,
the staff were aware of the rewards
Jack would enjoy on the way home
from a hospital appointment.
The aim of his initial appointment
to attend the outreach clinic at
James Cook was to have a look
at the machines in person so he
could get used to the lights and
sounds and the busy environment.
On the day he attended, Jack
successfully had his heart listened
to, his sats monitored and was able
to sit long enough for an ECHO to
be completed. This was a huge
achievement for Jack considering
his previous anxiety around
hospitals and hospital procedures.

Supported the launch of the NENC-CHD network

The network aims to provide services in line with the
agreed standards of care and which operate within a
Network Model encompassing the whole lifetime of
care. The network will support the Level 1 centre and
work collaboratively with the peripheral centres to
develop and support national, regional and network
arrangements that facilitate mentorship and centreto-centre referrals.
The network vision is to provide high quality,
equitable care for CHD patients wherever they live
within our region; provided closer to home when
possible, ensuring seamless transition between fetal,
paediatric and adult services and providing a holistic
approach to care.

CHUF is working closely with the
NENC -CHD network to continue to
support cardiac care across the region,
inspire innovation and improve care.

“

The development of the CHD
network provides a great
opportunity to align with the
priorities and objectives of the
Children’s Heart Unit Fund (CHUF)
charity. Together with CHUF the
network will establish a patient
engagement group to support
children and families throughout
their CHD journey and into
adulthood.
NENC -CHD network
annual report 19/20

In 2019/20 we provided support for a new post at the Freeman Hospital, a
children’s CHD specialist nurse for complex discharge and vulnerable babies.
This post will lead on a Quality Improvement project to facilitate and support a
“No Place Like Home Initiative”. This role will bring care closer to home with
clinics, the ward and local teams working together to reduce the length of stay
in hospital, to provide a safe and timely discharge and ensure there is continued
support for families once home.
The Specialist Nurse is a new role in the service, taking the lead on ensuring
robust safe timely discharge from the ward and ensuring continued support
for families. Additionally the role will continue to build on the Newcastle
Hospitals excellent vulnerable babies programme to provide surveillance and
support to our vulnerable complex cohort of children.

Alongside funding specific roles in the NHS to support
innovation and improvement of care for Heart Heroes,
CHUF has also funded training and development of staff
including paying costs towards the BCCA conference.

“

The recently established North East and North
Cumbria Congenital Heart Disease Network
(NENC-CHD) covers a population of 2.9 million
people in the North East and North Cumbria, and
is hosted by the Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals
NHS Trust (NUTH). NUTH forms part of the
national Congenital Heart Disease (CHD) Service
commissioned through NHS England Specialised
Services and through its Cardiothoracic Directorate
delivers care to both adults and children as a Level 1
specialist surgical centre.
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“

individuals, families, business and foundations and
we hope that this impact report demonstrates the
amazing power your support has.

“

CHUF has enjoyed a successful year assisting
fundraisers to raise money for Heart Heroes. We have
been overwhelmed by the support shown by so many

Me and my two kids went for a lovely 2 mile walk, jumping, climbing, running and

walking and had such a lovely time to raise money! We have raised our target and
some. Brilliant charity so worthy of every penny raised

Sarah Thompson

Over 200 runners took part in
the Great North Run as part of
#TeamCHUF and raised over
£73,000.

Established our new regular giving
programme with 21 people signing up
to give a regular gift between launching
the appeal in October 2019 to the end
of the financial year in March 2020,
raising £728.

Over £26,000 claimed back in
Gift Aid thanks to individuals’
generous donations.

£47,142 given in memory of
loved ones

£129,000 raised at your own events,
by taking on your own challenges or in
celebration of your special occasions.

£24,513 raised at the 2019 CHUF
Toddle – kindly sponsored by the Sir
Graham Wylie Foundation

£42,541 donated to CHUF from the
2019 Red Sky Ball event organised
by the Petrucci family, a huge thank
you for their support

£141,000
donated by corporate
supporters who have chosen to
support CHUF in their workplace.
A huge thank you to JT Dove for
their ongoing commitment to CHUF
raising £66,000 in 2019 and
also to Manheim Washington
for raising £50,000 for CHUF in
December 2019.

£16,000 raised in profit
through the CHUF shop at
the Freeman Hospital. Thank you to
our vice chairman Arthur Campbell
for his incredible nearly 30 year
commitment to CHUF and to all of the
loyal volunteers who work 7 days a
week, 50 weeks of the year to keep
the CHUF shop running, we couldn’t have
achieved the amazing impact we have in
2019/20 without every one of them.

“

“

Without the shop and the smiles from CHUF volunteers, it would be a different walk to the
children’s ward there’s always a morning or afternoon from staff that makes it better x x
Linda Baillie

Looking ahead
Over the years we’ve encountered challenges large and small – but together we’ve achieved so much. In March
2020 we faced one of our biggest challenges yet with the Coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, and your support
fundraising throughout 2019 helped us to be ready to respond.
The impact of the pandemic has affected us all, but for children with heart conditions it is an especially worrying
time. Many Heart families contacted CHUF with concerns about their risk of infection or access to services and
care. We want to reassure you that CHUF continues to support babies and children with heart problems and we
are doing everything we can to provide the support they, their families and our amazing NHS colleagues need to
get through this.
The need for social distancing has had an impact on the services that CHUF funds, but we have together, found
new ways of working to bring smiles to Heart Heroes in the darkest times.

Your support has helped CHUF respond to the pandemic, here’s how:
•	The communal kitchen space in Scott House was closed due to government guidelines around Covid-19.
An emergency float has been provided to feed families.
•	CHUF has funded hotel stays and transport for ‘at risk’ families that cannot stay in Scott House, so they
can still be there for their hospitalised Heart Heroes: £3,000.
•	Games and new toys have been purchased for HDU as parents and children on our High Dependency
unit were being quarantined for their own safety, so new sterilized toys, gadgets and games have been
delivered to help pass the time: £600.
•

Hand creams for staff on Ward 23, PICU and Clinic E: £100.

•	The Fontan Nurse Specialist role continues to provide ongoing help to vulnerable patients: £50,000 (annually).
•	As mentioned earlier in the report, the CHUF funded Complex Discharge Nurse is a vital new role which
will help to relieve pressure on the liaison team. This is urgently needed as all discharges are becoming
complex because of Covid-19: £50,000 (annually).
•	CHUF-funded Psychology support services are continuing virtually, an essential for patients who are selfisolating: £40,000 (annually).
•	The CHUF-funded Clown Doctor programme is continuing to provide one to one support for Heart Heroes
and their families on the ward at this difficult time. We have invested in additional technology to enable video
messages and real time interaction with children on the unit: £2,000.
•	A new ‘The Beat Squad’ website with our friends the Clown Doctors is now live! Helping us to reduce the
isolation families are facing both on the Heart Unit and at home: £10,000.
•	We have funded an online application which allows staff on The Children’s Heart Unit to send individual,
photographic and video updates to parents, carers and families of children on the unit. Staff are able to
add messages and updates to the photos, allowing family members and friends who are away from the
unit to be involved in a child’s journey: £4,400.
Despite the enormous challenges we all face in 2020 we continue to be encouraged by your support and
donations, we thank you from the bottom of our hearts; you really are helping some of the most vulnerable in
society. CHUF is working hard to bring joy to children in hospital during these dark times and we couldn’t do this
without you! THANK YOU #CHUFisForLife

Ivan Hollingsworth
Chair of the Board of Trustees
(Heart Hero parent)
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My super hero Mustafa had
open heart surgery he’s now
almost 2 years and doing great
thanks to the Freemans team.

“

You are all absolutely wonderful
we are so thankful to each and
every member of the ward and
CHUF that’s why we love raising
money to help keep safe everyone
and massive hugs to all the nurses,
doctors and staff.
Emma Jane Wylie & Thomas Wyllie
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Amber Younis
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“

My heart warrior Ollie, 8 open heart
surgeries first 2 days old, 2 years in
hospital now home since November
thriving more than ever.
Steph Smith

“

“

Jaki Irving

“

Rachel Arnold

CHUF donated
£486k to support
Heart Hero care
in 2019-20.

“

Our heart hero
Marin Mae born
with Coarctation of
the Aorta OHS at 8 days old.
We are so proud of her and
thankful for everything that
CHUF does to help all the
heart heroes.

“

“

Clown Doctors

“

Eeh I haven’t laughed
since we came in
here ‘till I’ve seen
these two!

it’s the firs
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she was ad
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He only sm
iles
when he
sees the
Clown Do
ctors.
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“

The Clown
Doctors make
me laugh so
much it hurts.

“

“
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